Lollapalooza Music Festival

Mediate: inflitrate the media

Eric Wicks

Website designed for Perry Farrel’s long-running music festival, Lollapalooza

Trek Bicycle Catalogs

URL: http://ericwicks.com/portfolio/mediate/index.html

Contribution: portions of layout, production and photo selection/direction
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Dell Next Generation Computing

http://www.google.com/

Print catalogs created to communicate the release of Trek’s 2010 product lines.

Harley Davisdon

Trek Bicycle Website

Webstie for 2008 Harley-Davidson new models launch.

Team micro-sites for Trek Astana and VW racing teams.

Zubie

Website for American Civil Liberties

Website created to communicate issues of consolidated ownership of media companies
in the United State. Project completed as requirement of BFA in Communication Design.

Website for a patented silicon biometric

ACLU
Southern California Chapter

User experience for connected car device that delivers real time location,
trip history, maintenance alerts, engine diagnostics and driving insights

Johnson Outdoors Annual Report

TouchSmart PC Interface

Printed annual report used to tell the story of the Johnson Outdoors family of brands,

All-in-one multimedia PC software design to enhance the media

Spredfast Mobile & Desktop Experience

as well as financial and personal information.

consumption experience through a touch interface.

Social Media engagement software

AirStrip Patient Monitor

AT&T Entertainment

AT&T Media App

iPhone app that allows physicians to access and monitor patient data remotely.

Website to give subscribers access to streaming content through

Mobile app store with access to games, music,

partnerships with major entertainment networks.

applications and ringtones.

Future vision of Dell’s next generation of consumer software products
http://www.google.com/

Nissan
Dell Mobile Portal
Administrative tool used to manage devices on enterprise networks

sensor and software platform maker

iPad app for Nissan Dealers

http://www.google.com/

Sano

Cognitive Scale
Software experience to configure cognitive applications,
a new class of AI powered big data interpretation systems.

Speedshare
iPhone app and desktop experience for
pioneering web sharing technology

Dell Design Studio
Tool created to customize laptop cases of Dell’s XPS laptops

http://www.google.com/
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http://www.miedate.com

http://www.miedate.com

TouchSmart Tablet
The TouchSmart platform optimized for tablets.

Scroll to see more
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